ENCOUNTERS WITH REALITY
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EAR REALITY: If another interpreter went behind your back and
said something about you to your client,
and then your client asked you not to
come back, is there any way to confront
that interpreter without breaking confidentiality of who told you? This interpreter is someone who I have considered
my mentor since I started in an interpreter
training program, and I feel she should
have come to me rather than go behind
my back and say something to the client
that would make me look bad; especially
when I truly have done nothing wrong
and no complaints have been made by
previous clients, previous partners or this
particular client. Should I confront this
person or not?
AN EXPERIENCED INTERPRETER’S PERSPECTIVE: Many times the
partner in a teaming situation is put in
a “dicey” situation. I think it’s interesting that the interpreter thinks it was his/
her team who said something to the deaf
consumer to make the deaf consumer
upset and ask the interpreter not to come
back for an assignment. Sometimes it’s
tough for a team interpreter and for the
deaf client to point out specifically what
is “wrong” with the interpreter’s skills.
This whole issue may have been skillsbased. It may have been the deaf person’s
request to just not have the interpreter
come back again as opposed to trying to
tutor the lesser qualified interpreter. The
team interpreter may have felt the most
polite, kind and least hurtful way to end
the team assignment was to just have the
deaf client ask the interpreter not to come
back again. Did the deaf client actually
ask the interpreter not to come back or
did they just not call again? What makes
this interpreter think the team interpreter
went behind her back? If the team interpreter really did discuss something with
the deaf client, did the issue have any
merit? I sense a lot of misplaced anger at
the “mentor/team interpreter” when that
energy could have been spent improving
skills.
DEAF CONSUMER’S PERSPECTIVE: How does the writer know the
interpreter went behind her back? What
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proof does she have? Is this an assumption? If there’s evidence of treachery, I
wonder if the writer could confront the
interpreter indirectly, using a hypothetical. On the other hand, if the interpreter
did approach the client, that may breach
the NAD-RID Code of Professional Conduct’s (CPC’s) tenet regarding respect for
colleagues, and the issue should be addressed as discreetly as possible, leaving
the client out of the equation. If the client
didn’t approach the interpreter, why is
the interpreter approaching the client, and
how did the interpreter know about the
assignment? There may be a breach here
that didn’t occur to the writer. Is only
the assigned interpreter responsible for
maintaining confidentiality? Does that
obligation extend also to others certified
by RID? Suppose the unassigned interpreter broadcast criticisms of the assigned
interpreter to co-workers. Acceptable?
Not according to the CPC. Internal sniping is precisely what the CPC is trying to
prevent with that passage about respect
for colleagues, interns and so on.
AN NIC CANDIDATE’S PERSPECTIVE: The other interpreter was unethical and said something to the client
about you, and the client told you s/he
no longer needed your services. You do
not know what the interpreter said about
you. Tenet 5.3 – Respect for Colleagues.
This type of behavior puts the client and
the interpreter in an uncomfortable and
strained situation.
Meet and discuss with the other
interpreter privately, and without giving names or situations, try to resolve
the situation through conflict resolution
methods. If unsuccessful, file a grievance.
This is your reputation and career that is
involved.
Interpreters must support each other
and work together and not against each
other. No one wants a grievance filed
against them. It could affect a career and
reputation within the interpreter community.
This is a very uncomfortable situation but must be addressed. This type
of behavior could cause hurt feelings
and misunderstandings for all parties
involved; drive a wedge between the

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

We are dedicated to providing
professional development
opportunities for sign language
interpreters while fostering a culture of
continuous growth and personal integrity.
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three parties in the professional relationship and none of them may work together
again; and/or result in problems for both
the deaf and hearing individuals
involved. n
Resources: go over in study group
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If you enjoy reading Brenda’s monthly column, then you will find her book, Encounters
with Reality 2nd Edition, even more informative with 1,001 real-life scenarios - sad, funny,
perplexing and sometimes downright scary.
Look for it on www.rid.org! Contact Brenda at
BCartwright@lcc.edu.
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e looked at the woman sitting in front of him, her head
tilting this way and that, silently mouthing something
that he almost, but did not quite recognize. Then suddenly,
her chin dropped, her eyebrows popped up, her gaze directly
at him. Aha! He was being asked a question. He knew it. But
where was it coming from? What was it? His eyes moved
down, down below her chin, or so he thought. That was the
end of her chin, right? Her neck flowed down beneath, then
a sea of skin-tone that spread out in all directions, as far as
the eye could see. He sensed there was something going on,
something of deep significance. Time seemed to stop. His
eyes shot back up to her face. It had stopped moving. Her
eyebrows were still raised. She looked back at him intently.
He was being asked a question. He felt the eyes of everyone
in the room staring at him, waiting for his answer. But what?
What was the question?! He started to get desperate. Where,
oh where were her hands? He knew they had to be attached
to her body. How could they be so close, yet so far away? He
looked down again, furtively searching for the background to
meaning. For the neckline. The elusive neckline. The line of
reasoning. The line of understanding. The line below which
meaning transpired. The line that meant the shore upon which
he could plant his feet, and above which was the ocean, the
sea, that same sea of skin, swirling expanses of the same hue.
If he could reach the shore, meaning would become clear.
If….if the sand was of the right color. Would he know it
when he saw it? Would the difference be so obvious that anything passing in front of it would stand out, beckoning him
with meaning like the pulses of light from the lighthouse?
He cast his eyes farther down, and suddenly it appeared. It
was perhaps three, maybe four inches from where her chin
appeared to end. He breathed a sigh of relief when he realized the marked contrast from what lay above. And then,
not three inches below that, were the hands. The right index
finger was crooked, showing that indeed, he had just been
asked a question. It was frozen, waiting for his reply. What to
do? Should he ask her to repeat the question? Should he ask
the speaker to repeat the question? It was a yes/no question.
Should he take a guess and have a 50/50 chance of getting it
right? All of the sudden, he remembered the scarf his fiancé
www.rid.org

had given him last week for his birthday. It was chilly that
morning, and he had stuck it in his pocket before he left the
house. It was just the right color. Should he give it to her and
ask her to wrap it around her neck? Would that be too obvious? His mind was a swirl with the options as he pondered
the consequences. Oh why couldn’t she have just worn a top
with a higher neckline, saving him the angst of not understanding, of not being able to see her signs and her grammar
at the same time, of the consternation of having to weigh so
many options just to answer a simple yes/no question, all
of which could have been avoided if she had just chosen a
different shirt that morning. He thought of how many times
this scene had played itself out in his own life and in the lives
of countless other deaf-blind people. What was the solution?
Add a tenet to the Code of Professional Conduct stating that
interpreters working with deaf-blind people must wear tops
with high enough necklines in addition to being of a highly
contrasting color? Add a course to interpreting programs
on appropriate interpreting attire? Have the Office of Civil
Rights issue a bag to all deaf-blind people containing scarves
or shirts in a variety of colors so they may re-outfit their
interpreters so they can see them? The thoughts raged on. His
heart started to pound. The attendees in the room awaited his
reply. He glanced down at his watch. The program had been
underway for less than a minute. n
Rhonda Jacobs has been involved with the
Deaf-Blind community in various capacities
for two decades. She is currently the AADB
representative to and co-chair of the National
Task Force on Deaf-Blind Interpreting. Contact Rhonda at Jacobs_Rhonda@yahoo.com
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For more information on Deaf-Blind interpreting, see the
Deaf-Blind member section page on the RID Web site, or
check out the National Task Force on Deaf-Blind Interpreting
at www.deafblindinterpreting.org.
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